
The Cornish Paradox Identity And Rugby
Union: Exploring the Deep-rooted
Relationship

Cornwall, a region steeped in history and known for its proud Celtic heritage, has
always held a unique place within the United Kingdom. Nestled in the
southwestern tip of England, Cornwall has cultivated a sense of identity and
independence that sets it apart from the rest of the country. This distinctive
Cornish identity is not only reflected in its culture, traditions, and language but
also in the realm of sports, particularly in rugby union. The Cornish paradox, as it
is often referred to, highlights the fascinating interplay between identity and rugby
union in Cornwall.
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Exploring the Roots

Rugby union, a sport deeply entrenched in Cornish culture, has provided a
platform for Cornish people to express their identity and assert their uniqueness.
Historically, Cornwall has had a rich tradition of rugby, with the game gaining
immense popularity in the region during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
The sport became an integral part of Cornish society and played a significant role
in fostering a sense of camaraderie, community, and pride among the people.
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The Cornish rugby tradition is deeply rooted in the region's mining heritage. In the
late 19th century, Cornwall was a hub of mining activity, and the mining
communities formed their own rugby clubs. These clubs became a symbol of
unity and solidarity, providing a sense of belonging and purpose to the mining
communities. The famous saying "Where there's tin, there's rugby" encapsulates
the inseparable bond between Cornwall's mining industry and rugby union.

The Passionate Rugby Culture
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Today, Cornwall boasts a thriving rugby culture, with numerous clubs spread
across the region. The Cornish clubs have a fierce rivalry amongst themselves,
and the matches often draw large crowds and passionate spectators. The sport is
deeply ingrained in the social fabric of Cornwall, with matches being much more
than just a game. They are a celebration of Cornish identity, a display of unity,
and an opportunity for the community to come together and support their local
teams.

The passion for rugby in Cornwall extends beyond the field. The county has
produced a remarkable number of talented players who have gone on to
represent their country at the highest level. Despite its relatively small population,
Cornwall's rugby talent pool is vast, and this success is emblematic of the
region's commitment to the sport. The Cornish people take immense pride in their
players' achievements and celebrate their success as a collective triumph.



The Cornish Paradox

The Cornish paradox stems from the delicate balance between Cornwall's distinct
identity and its status within the larger entity of the United Kingdom. Despite
being recognized as a distinct region with its own flag, Tartan Day, and even its
own language, the Cornish identity has often been overshadowed or
misunderstood by the more dominant English identity. This paradox is particularly
visible in rugby union, where Cornwall's exclusion from international competitions
has created a sense of frustration and longing for greater recognition.

Historically, Cornwall has never had the opportunity to compete as a separate
entity in international rugby. Instead, Cornish players have been forced to play
under the English flag, which has been a source of discontent for many. The
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strong Cornish identity, combined with the region's rugby prowess, has fueled
calls for Cornwall to stand on its own and be represented as a separate team on
the international stage.

A Glimpse of the Future

The future of Cornish rugby is an intriguing topic of discussion. While the debate
surrounding Cornwall's autonomy in rugby continues, there have been some
positive developments in recent years. The creation of the Cornish Pirates, a
professional rugby team based in Cornwall, has provided a platform for
showcasing local talent and nurturing the next generation of Cornish rugby stars.

Additionally, efforts have been made to establish a distinct Cornish Rugby Union,
similar to the Welsh Rugby Union, that would allow Cornwall to compete
internationally as an independent entity. While these discussions are ongoing, the
mere existence of such conversations is a testament to the enduring passion and
determination of the Cornish people to assert their identity through rugby.

The Cornish Paradox: Beyond Rugby

The Cornish paradox extends far beyond the confines of rugby. It is a complex
interplay between identity, culture, and a desire for autonomy. For centuries,
Cornwall has stood firm in preserving its Celtic roots and carving out a distinct
space within the larger tapestry of the United Kingdom. Rugby union has
emerged as a powerful vehicle for expressing Cornish pride and unity,
showcasing the region's vibrant identity to the world.

As the Cornish paradox continues to unravel, one thing remains certain - the spirit
of Cornwall and its passion for rugby will endure. Whether it be through
grassroots support, talented players taking up the sport, or ongoing discussions
about Cornwall's international representation, rugby union will forever remain



intertwined with Cornish identity, forever capturing the essence of this fascinating
paradox.
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This study examines the connection between rugby union and notions of a
Cornish identity. Both have been connected since the game’s formalisation in the
late Nineteenth century through the Cornish Rugby Union but particularly since
the war rugby has often been a barometer of Cornish feeling and still represents
the county on a scale not possible in other sports.
Public displays announce what people are and also what they are not (or don’t
want to be) as those in remote British colonies can testify. This study examines
the Cornish difference, for some usually in a Celtic way. Others, bemused by
‘nationalists’ see any difference diluted since mass in-migration began in the
1960’s. I accept both points of view but distinctive images of Cornwall are
possible not just through sport but in local politics and there is a degree of
overlap. Many have divided loyalty to county and England, therefore whether or
not the Cornish are a race apart is undecided. Intense feelings of difference were
encouraged in the 1990’s but have changed as rugby has. The physical
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landscape though is very important to local identity and what each rugby team
represents, and I finish by studying the impact of professional rugby and what it
has done to the game in Cornwall.
With the Rugby World Cup being held across England in 2015 the game will be in
the public eye like never before, twenty years after shedding its amateur status.
Elite club rugby has changed beyond recognition compared to the amateur days
and most counties are, or have been, represented at Premiership level. There is
one exception – Cornwall, a real rugby heartland, where the game’s tradition for
hospitality and camaraderie is truly embraced. Visitors are aware of a difference
from the rest of the UK which is reflected through media images and people’s
feelings. This was once displayed non-politically by the region’s flagship team in
the county championship but acquired a new status after the 1960’s as people
tired of interference in local politics and therefore Cornish identity. In the modern
shrinking life of instant information and communication individuals now actively
seek out identities as anchoring points in a fast-changing world keeping hold of a
common past.
Was rugby the main catalyst for protecting Cornwall or did people use it for
reacting to issues? The sight of 40,000 in the black and gold county colours at
Twickenham during the 1990’s was a stimulating sight but popular support has
origins going back to the early Twentieth century whether playing home or away.
This study aims to examine the connection between rugby and Cornish identity
and how both have affected each other over the years. It is tempting to draw s
based on the vibrant 1990’s, an era when the county game still had some status
to highlight Cornish problems (thanks in the main to loyal supporters). But this
theory does not work historically; earlier in the century important games had a
backdrop of emigration and a poor economy, yet accounts show that rugby was
supported strictly on a sporting basis. Perhaps only a massed gathering at
rugby’s headquarters would receive sufficient coverage in the media, focussing
attention on twenty years of economic strife. Therefore I do not take sides – the



game’s representation differed between early and late Twentieth century. What I
will show is that it changed as Cornish life did; a strong local identity pre-war was
important but not all-embracing. Decades later the approach would change,
adapted to meet potential threats to county and residents.
Promoting indigenous history and calls for independence are more common than
a generation ago, largely a result of the Cold War and its demise. The UK is not
immune to this with autonomy for Scotland and Wales prompting support for a
Cornish Assembly yet links with England are either denied or strengthened.
Cornish rugby is firmly in the latter camp despite its' ambivalent position.
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